Paul Jenkins Elsen Albert Harry Abrams
a finding aid to the paul jenkins papers, circa 1915-2010 ... - conducted by albert elsen, and an oral
history interview, 1968, conducted by colette roberts. processing information the collection was processed and
described in a finding aid by rebecca mccormick in 2017. ... paul jenkins (1923-2012) was an abstract
expressionist painter and playwright in new york, new york, paul jenkins Ñ sightlines in watercolor - albert
e. elsen in paul jenkins, a monograph published by harry n. abrams, ny 1973 robert green is presenting a
select group of watercolors by noted abstract expressionist paul jenkins (b. 1923), with works spanning from
1972 to 1996. of particular interest in the current exhibition are two large-scale works mounted on albert
edward elsen papers - oac pdf server - guide to the albert edward elsen papers sc0569 sc0569 1 guide to
the albert edward elsen papers sc0569 ... albert elsen, scholar of modern sculpture who specialized in rodin,
was professor of art at stanford university from 1968 ... paul jenkins as well as several on rodin, and two
surveys of modern sculpture. ... he museum of modern art - moma - technique is given at length in albert
elsen: "paul jenkins," art international, march 196u,) "i try to paint like a crapshooter throwing dice, utilizing
past ex perience and my knowledge of the odds; the way the paint flows on the canvas — or the dice fall on
the felt — can change my bet, or my mood. this is a finding aid to the paul jenkins papers, circa
1915-2010 ... - also found at the archives of american art are an interview of paul jenkins, august 1969,
conducted by albert elsen, and an oral history interview, 1968, conducted by colette roberts. processing
information the collection was processed and described in a finding aid by rebecca mccormick in 2017.
preferred citation paul jenkins papers, circa ... news and reviews - jerald melberg gallery - paul jenkins
phenomena nov. 8, 2008 - jan. 3, 2009 art fairs art chicago the merchandise mart chicago, il ... albert elsen
wrote, it is the modern sculptor’s hard-earned ... news and reviews american art collector magazine featured
wolf kahn not a fine winter miscellany - new england book auctions - a fine winter miscellany including
art, literature, mountaineering and angling. tuesday, february 23, 2016 ... elsen. paul jenkins. (1975). signed
by elsen & jenkins * vollbrach. nothing sacred. (1985). signed * golub. facings. 1986 * deitch. cat on a hot thin
book sale 2013: featured specials - westport library - paul jenkins with text by albert elsen. abrams
(1975). first edition in a dust jacket. signed association copy, “for irina pabst__how good it is for joanne and
paul [newman] to meet and come to know such a fine ‘water sign’, yours, paul jenkins, april 11, 1975." $26
lithopinion. a complete run, issues 1-39, from 1966 to 1975, this ...
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